
With the end of the Cold War, the last two U.S. administrations

have relegated U.S.-Cuban relations to the backburner of the foreign policy

agenda. Washington no longer has to worry about having a Soviet

Communist proxy ninety miles from the Florida coast. In the early 1990's,

Congress took the lead in formulating the Cuban policy. It passed the Cuban

Democracy Act of 1992, which tightened a three decade old U.S. embargo on

Cuba by placing restrictions on trade by U.S. subsidiaries with that nation.

On Capitol Hill, the Cuban question has been passed around as a

foreign policy issue. However, domestic political considerations have played

a more important role. Politicians from both the conservative and liberal

camps, that is Republicans as well as Democrats, have brought up tough anti-

Castro measures at election time in an attempt to get the votes of their Cuban-

American constituencies, where right wing ideologies still dominate politics.

Through the instrument of campaign finance, rich right wing Cuban-

American groups have influenced Capital Hill into translating their

particular policy preferences into the U.S. policy towards Cuba. However, in

the late 1980's, other more moderate organizations organized to bring

alternative policy to Washington. At about the same time, the city of Miami,

where the largest concentration of Cuban-Americans live, experienced a rise

in political violence, aimed mostly at the leaders of the more moderate

organizations.

In this thesis, I will argue for a change of focus in the current U.S.

policy. I will argue that the current policy of isolating Cuba (what Gillian

Gunn calls a squeeze policy) is based on inaccurate interpretations of the

actual political reality in Cuba. According to advocates of this policy, its firm



implementation by the U.S. will weaken the Cuban government and

strengthen the dissident movement in the island. I will argue that, on the

contrary, the current policy has had a negative effect on the mechanisms of

resistance in Cuba and actually helps to keep the current regime in power.

Furthermore, the current policy also works against any kind of internal

reform in Cuba.

Those who support a squeeze policy define the violent overthrow of

Fidel Castro, which they predict will take the form of a popular uprising

against the regime, as their main goal. However, important historical factors

,which are not taken into account by those who advocate this policy, suggest

that this will not happen.

In this thesis, I will argue for a dual approach to U.S. policy towards

Cuba. I will argue in support of a dialogue with the Cuban government by

American officials as well as representatives of the Cuban-American

community. I have chosen this dual approach as a means of addressing the

question of democracy in both Cuba and Miami.
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